Automatic analysis of curriculum vitae (CVs) of applicants is of tremendous importance in recruitment scenarios. The semi-structuredness of CVs, however, makes CV processing a challenging task. We propose a solution towards transforming CVs to follow a unified structure, thereby, paving ways for smoother CV analysis. The problem of restructuring is posed as a section relabeling problem, where each section of a given CV gets reassigned to a predefined label. Our relabeling method relies on semantic relatedness computed between section header, content and labels, based on phrase-embeddings learned from a large pool of CVs. We follow different heuristics to measure semantic relatedness. Our best heuristic achieves an F-score of 93.17% on a test dataset with gold-standard labels obtained using manual annotation.
Introduction
Automatic processing of curriculum vitae (CVs) is important in multiple real-life scenarios. This includes analyzing, organizing and deriving actionable business intelligence from CVs. For corporates, such processing is interesting in scenarios such as hiring applicants as employees, promoting and transitioning employees to new roles etc. For individuals, it is possible to add value by designing CV improvement and organization tools, enabling them to create more effective CVs specific to their career objectives as well as maintain the CVs easily over time. Hence, it is important to transform CVs to follow a unified structure, thereby, paving ways for smoother and more effective manual/automated CV analysis.
The semi-structuredness of CVs, with the diversity that different CVs exhibit, however, makes CV processing a challenging task. For example, a first CV could have sections personal details, education, technical skills, project experience, managerial skills, others and a second CV, equivalent to the first one, could have sections about me, career objective, work experience, academic background, proficiency, professional interests, in that order. Note that, some sections are equivalent (e.g., personal details and about me) in the two CVs, some sections are simply absent in some CVs (e.g., any equivalent of others that is present in the first CV, is missing in the second CV) and some sections in one CV is a composition of multiple sections in another CV (e.g., proficiency in the second CV is a combination of technical skills and managerial skills of the first). In real-life, the variations are high, and the solutions available today are far from perfect. Clearly, the problem at hand requires attention.
Multiple industrial solutions, such as Text Kernel 1 , Burning Glass 2 and Sovren 3 , have attempted to solve the problem at hand, and are offered as commercial products. Several researchers have also investigated the problem. Yu et al. (2005) proposed a hybrid (multipass) information extraction model to assign labels to block of CVs. Subsequent works, such as Chuang et al. (2009) and Maheshwari et al. (2010) , also used multipass approaches, and feature-based machine learning techniques. Kopparapu (2010) suggested a knowledge-based approach, using section-specific keywords and n-grams. Tosik et al. (2015) found word embeddings to be more effective compared to word types and other features for CRF mod-els. Singh et al. (2010) and Marjit et al. (2012) , amongst others, also proposed different solutions.
We use a phrase-embedding based approach to identify and label sections, as well as investigate the usefulness of traditional language resources such as WordNet (Miller, 1995) and ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004) . Empirically, our approach significantly outperforms other approaches.
Central Idea
As discussed earlier, CVs generally do not follow any predefined structure, and hence it would be hard to propose a deterministic (rule-based) solution for parsing and categorizing the sections of CV. This necessitates the application of statistical classification to map each section of the CV to section-labels chosen from an exhaustive list of predefined labels. Now, applying supervised classification for this task would require a large amount of manually labeled training data which is extremely time consuming. Our approach, on the other hand, is based on unsupervised learning where each label is chosen based on the semantic relatedness between the label and the section content (in terms of section-header and section-body). For example, a section titled "Academic qualifications" could be semantically closer to a predefined label "Education" than "Skills"; the section would thus be categorized under "Education". We propose two schemes for obtaining the semantic relatedness between section headers, bodies and the predefined labels (discussed in Section 3.2).
Scheme 1: Exhaustive Comparison
In the first scheme, we perform an exhaustive similarity comparison of all the words that appear in the given section of the test CV, with the label set. In this scheme, for each section extracted from the CVs, content words from the section headers and bodies are extracted and combined. A lexical similarity measure is computed, between each label in the label-set and each word extracted from the section. The average lexical similarity score for each label, with all the words in the section, is then computed. The label with the highest average similarity score is selected as the winner label. The intuition behind this scheme is that, labels that share maximum lexical similarity with section have the maximum semantic relatedness with the section, hence, most appropriate.
Formally, let L = {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n } be the set of available labels. Let W = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w m } be the set of words present in a given section. Let σ(w i , l j ) represent the semantic similarity of word w i with the label l j . The average similarity λ(l j , W ) of label l j with the set of words W is computed as:
The label selected as the winner, Λ(L, W ), is:
For computing semantic similarity σ, we use WordNet (Miller, 1995) path similarity (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) and Wu-Palmer similarity (Wu and Palmer, 1994) and ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004; Havasi et al., 2007) based similarity (Spagnola and Lagoze, 2011) . The systems variants for these three similarity measures are, henceforth, referred to as PATH, WUP, CONCEPT. As expected, WordNet and ConceptNet offer limited coverage, resulting in many of the similarity scores as 0. We therefore propose another variant (referred to as EMBEDDING) where lexical similarity is the cosine similarity between the embeddings of the two input words. The word embeddings are learned using the training data consisting of 1179 CVs (detailed in Section 3.1) using the skip-gram approach (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) , implemented with the help of gensim package in python (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) . The embedding dimension, min count, and window size were empirically set to 100, 5 and 4 respectively, and the vocabulary size turned out to be 7970.
Scheme 2: MultiEmbedding
In the second scheme, we employ MULTIEM-BEDDING, a representative word-cluster similarity based approach. Here, instead of directly comparing the words appearing in the test data, we do the following. First, content words from section header and body are extracted and combined to form the set of words W = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w m }, as discussed earlier. Their embeddings (W ) = { (w 1 ), (w 2 ), ..., (w m )} are then extracted. The embeddings are averaged, to find the average embedding of the section, as: We then extract the top M words, W , from the training-data vocabulary, based on the cosine similarity between the averaged embedding E(W ) and the vocabulary words W . Intuitively, these words act as the representative cluster of words, semantically most similar to the section content. The embeddings of these top M words in the vocabulary are then obtained as (W ) = { (w 1 ), (w 2 ), ..., (w m )} and averaged in a manner similar to Equation 3, to obtain E(W'). Then, for each label l j ∈ L, the cosine similarity of l j and the averaged embedding E(W ) is calculated. The winner label is the one that shows up the maximum cosine similarity.
Split Section Approach
One of the main drawbacks of the schemes proposed is that they do not treat section headers and body-content separately. In practice, however, section headers can sometimes play a crucial role in determining the category that the section should belong to. This motivated us to propose other set of variants, in which section header and body-content are treated as two separate entities. The steps in the schemes proposed are carried independently on header and body-content. After lexical similarity with labels for both body and header are computed separately, the winner label is selected through voting. This idea lead to 5 more model variants such as SPLIT-PATH, SPLITWUP, SPLITCONCEPT, SPLITEM-BEDDING, SPLITMULTIEMBEDDING.
We also implemented other variants such as: (a) averaging embeddings of words in the test data and then comparing the cosine similarity between the averaged resultant embedding with label embeddings (b) getting the top M words using WordNet and ConceptNet similarities. But these methods did not perform well, hence, results are not reported for these methods.
Experimental Setup

Dataset Creation and Preprocessing
Since, there is no publicly available standard CV dataset, we randomly pulled out 1309 number of CVs by requesting the recruitment division of a multinational organization (anonymized in this version). Since CVs can come up with different file formats (such as pdf, html etc.), we converted every CV to docx format using the abiword application 4 , thereby preserving meta information about sections. The docx files are then processed using the docx package in python to separate out section headers and bodies for each CV. Textual noise in the form of nonUnicode characters and escape characters are then removed. Table 1 presents a detailed statistics about the number of CVs and number sections thus obtained.
Defining Labels
Our task intends to eventually help in analysis of CV by categorizing them, making it necessary for us to define a label-set that ensures decent coverage while maintaining a proper level of granularity. If the labels are too coarse or too fine, it will considerably increase the effort of analyzing the CVs and our task will be ineffective. We, thus, carefully chose 30 labels from the Text Kernel 5 platform, which provides a considerable coverage while balancing the granularity. The labels are shared in the supplementary material. In future, we plan to include important multi-word labels in our label set.
Test Data Annotation
To evaluate our methods against ground truth, we employed two software professionals (with acceptable working proficiency in English) to annotate the sections in the test data. The interannotator agreement between the annotators turns out to be 669 out of the 747 sections (89.56%), with 78 non-agreements. We manually inspect all the cases of non-agreement, and find that these are very similar. Some examples of such confusion pairs are skills vs. interests, training vs. internship, etc. In order to resolve, in a label preprocessing step, we randomly choose one of the non-agreeing two labels and assign the chosen label to the test instances, before we perform ground truth validation. The labels provided by the annotators are compared with the output generated by our system, to obtain precision, recall, accuracy and F-score measures.
Results and Insights
We present the results and insights obtained from the experiments in this section.
Results
Figure 1: Variation of accuracy with M, the number of representative words chosen From Table 2 , we observe that the SPLITEM-BEDDING method, which is the embodiment of Scheme 1 (given in Section 2.1) where σ(w i , l j ), the semantic similarity of word w i with the label l j , is computed using embedding, yields the highest precision across all the methods. However, SPLITMULTIEMBEDDING, a variant of Scheme 2 (given in Section 2.2) where the embeddings of section header and body are independently computed, and a weighted combination of the embeddings is used to retrieve the representative words of the section to compare with the embeddings of the labels, delivers the highest recall and Fscore values, as well as, the highest overall accuracy. Thus, the SPLITMULTIEMBEDDING approach with M = 3 empirically turns out to be the most effective approach. Overall, 4 of the approaches deliver strong performances (F-score > 80%): SPLITMULTIEMBEDDING, SPLITEMBED-DING, SPLITPATH and SPLITWUP. Figure 1 shows the impact of varying M, on the system accuracy, for the MULTIEMBEDDING and SPLITMULTIEMBEDDING approaches. It is evident from the figure that for SPLITMULTIEM-BEDDING, the most effective value is M = 3, while for SPLITEMBEDDING the value is M = 5. Beyond these values of M , too many words get chosen, which in turn confuses the system.
Error Analysis
We investigate the errors that our system makes, by comparing the section headers we obtain, with ground truth. Table 3 captures a random sample of the classifications made by our system. Note that, CVs that contain Personal sections (including name, email and other details inside the section), have always been classified with 100% accuracy. This also applies for CVs that have separate section headers for identification, such as Name, Email etc. On the other hand, for sections that are intuitively more complex, show some (meaningful) confusions across classes. For example, one would naturally assume Activities to have semantic overlaps with Skill, and similarly Work with Internship, and Project with Publications, among others. A few confusions are more intriguing, such as Project with Country (1 instance), and Education with City (1 instance). These confusions are rare although existent, showing the effectiveness of our system in general though there are perhaps some corner cases that can potentially be improved in the future.
Discussion
One aspect to note is that the approaches where the CV section header and body content are split, and the embeddings are subsequently combined in a weighted manner, outperform the approaches where the section header and body are given equal weightage. This conforms to the intuition that section headers bear a higher significance, compared to words that tend to appear in section bodies.
Further, we observe that the word embedding based approaches consistently and significantly outperform the WordNet and ConceptNet based approaches. While WordNet and ConceptNet are valuable lexical resources on their own, but clearly a predefined knowledge representation proves to be inadequate to capture the intricacies that CVs tend to present in real life. This highlights (a) the inherent challenge in dealing with the semi-structured and heterogeneous data that CVs present to computational systems, as well as (b) the importance of learning the lexical characteristics from the core application domain.
Conclusion
In this paper, we posed the restructuring of CVs as a section relabeling problem. We proposed a methodology to reassign a predefined label to each Table 3 : Confusion matrix, showing some randomly chosen ground truth classes from actual CV section headers, and our system predictions in the form of <incorrect class: incorrect classification count of our system for that class> section of given CVs, learning phrase embeddings from a pool of training CVs, and exploring several heuristics to compute the semantic relatedness between section headers, section contents and available labels. Our best heuristic achieves an F-score of 93.17% on a test dataset, with gold-standard labels obtained using manual annotation. Our system is useful in practical scenarios such as applicant management for recruitments, employee career management, and automated CV creation and maintenance for individuals.
